


What are tournaments?

Tournaments are events that occur twice a week on Sunday 
and Wednesday at 00:00 UTC. There is a 24-hour join window, 
and tournaments will last for 24 hours. The objective is to 
battle other players for powerful rewards. 

The person with the highest stage at the end of the 
tournament will be the winner.

Tournaments are broken up into 10 pr ize brackets . 
Depending on your tournament prize bracket, you can have a 
maximum of 10-200 players in your tournament.

You can join a tournament by clicking on the tournament 
icon in the top left corner of your screen, and you will 
prestige to join. When you first join, you will be given a bonus 
to your advance start stage to help with your first tournament 
run as Portar and Silent March are not active on your first 
tournament run. Portar and Silent March will only allow you 
to progress until your tournament max stage, so you can 
prestige and benefit from them until that stage. 

Silent March is able to climb to 99% of your tournament max 
stage while offline, but you will need to open the game and 
level heroes every now and then.
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What are tournaments continued

There are 10 total tournament bonuses that are rotated through every tournament.

• 10x Boss Gold
• 3x Warlord Boost
• +5 Mana Regen
• 1.2x All Probability Boost
• 3x Sorcerer Boost
• 10x Chesterson Gold
• +100% to Fairy Spawn Chance
• 3x Knight Boost
• +20% Mana Refund Percent
• 1.5x Prestige Relics

The best tournament bonus by far is 1.5x Prestige Relics, these will normally also be 
the most competitive tournaments as everyone wants to farm for bonus relics. This 
bonus also counts towards Silver and Titan chests. Silver chests will give you 3 max 
stage prestiges instead of 2, and Titan chests will give 9 max stage prestiges instead of 
6. If you are planning to buy chests, this is the best tournament to do so.
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What is Potential & The Tournament Algorithm?

You will hear these terms a lot when talking about tournaments. When 
you join a tournament, the algorithm will take into consideration your 
Skill Points, Pets, Hero Weapons, Crafting Power Level, artifact levels, 
and equipment. 

It takes everything that gives you pushing power, and with this 
information, the algorithm will calculate your potential max stage with a 
fully optimized skill tree build. Your potential max stage is where you 
could theoretically reach if you optimized everything and pushed as 
hard as humanly possible. 

Using your potential, the algorithm places you into a tournament with 
people of a similar potential. This is the main reason you will see gaps in 
starting max in some tournaments, normally this just means that 
someone else has a better or more optimized build.
 
This, however, is not always the case. If someone has a suspiciously high 
MS compared to everyone else in your tournament, they may be 
cheating. There are nowhere near as many cheaters as people think, but 
unfortunately, it's impossible for all cheaters to be banned. 

The best thing you can do if you believe someone is cheating is to 
submit a ticket to GameHive Support
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Banking/Stockpiling relics

This is a big question that has been asked countless times. Does unspent relics count towards your tournament potential? 
The simple answer is no. Banking/stockpiling relics is an effective strategy for winning tournaments. My personal method is 
to store as many prestiges as possible, and dump them all at the start of the tournament. The majority of the time I can 
push enough stages that it stops most people from trying in the tournament. For example if I've pushed 400 stages at the 
start, then I'll be able to start banking relics again, this won't take long as there will be a significant increase in relic gain 
from your new MS.

Saving Potential

Buying artifacts during a tournament: This is normally the easiest way to get yourself a win during a tournament, as 
artifacts you haven't discovered will not count towards your tournament potential. This means you can save some relics, 
and buy new artifacts once you've joined the tournament to gain an advantage over the over players. This is especially true 
if the artifact youve unlocked is S tier.

Discovered artifacts will be included in your potential max stage, so salvaging good artifacts before a tournament will not 
give you a better chance of winning. If you do have good artifacts that are salvaged, you should buy them back.
 
Crafting equipment during your tournament: This works the same way as buying artifacts in your tournament, the goal is 
to save your shards until you can buy either a full set or a really nice upgrade. Since crafting shards do not give you any 
power until they are spent, you can save them without it affecting your potential.

 
High Book of Shadows/low damage & gold artifacts: the relic multiplier bonus of your Book of Shadows does not count 
towards your tournament potential. Having the majority of your relics in Book of Shadows will give you a nice advantage 
when joining the tournament. You will be able to gain more relics from your farming runs during tournaments compared to 
someone with a weaker Book of Shadows.



Optimizers (Skill Points & Artifacts)

There are a few optimizers that were made by some talented people of our community, which will help you create a skill 
tree build to maximize your pushing potential. Some players still opt to create their own builds, but I would personally 
recommend using an optimizer.

https://tt2-compendium.herokuapp.com/en/optimizers
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Active Play

This may be one of the most important things when it comes to tournaments, you will need time to play! Your build should 
match your play style. For example: if can you leave your phone on the desk at work and check it every few minutes, then 
Shadow Clone is perfect for you. If you can play all day without distraction, a Pet build will probably give you more of an 
advantage. If you can't get on your phone during the tournament, Silent March will probably be your go-to build. You will 
still need to do your first run before Silent March will work during tournaments. As you can imagine you're going to be at a 
disadvantage if you're using a Silent March build.

It is also recommend to start a tournament when you have the most possible play time avaiable. If you know your about to 
go to work or college and can't play then maybe start the tournament when you day becomes free.



Farming potential

Farming potential means how quickly you can farm relics & the number of relics you gain per prestige. None of this is 
included within the tournament potential so this is a vital part of winning tournaments.

Clan Advance Start
This is a bonus that clans give which puts you to a percentage of your MS depending on your clan level. For example, my 
clan is level 2650 which gives us a 86% advance stage, this means we only need to climb the last 14% of our MS.
The levels below will give you a rough idea of what advance stage you can expect from a clan.

Clan level | Advance Start
100 20%
500 45%
1000 60%
1500 70%
2000 77%
2500 84%

Book of Shadows
The relic multiplier of Book of Shadows is not included within the tournament algorithm, there is no downside to keeping 
this high. A very common strategy is to only level your book of shadows outside of tournaments and during tournaments 
switch and level your artifacts that boost your current build or buy a new artifact and level that one.
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Mythic relic set bonuses: Although the damage bonuses of these sets are included within the algorithm, the relic 
multipliers are not. these are fantastic bonuses to have as the bonuses are compounded. these are further increased by 
crafting power level.
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Crafting Power: This is probably the strongest thing in the game when you 
have mid-high SP, unlike SP, this does not have any diminishing returns, 
meaning that it will always be equally useful and won't lose effectiveness. 
Crafting power increase every multiplier of your crafting bonuses. 

I will be doing a separate video on crafting soon, so hit that subscribe 
button and turn on notifications to keep updated on that.

Spending Diamonds
This is the biggest advantage you can have during the tournament, as being 
able to buy titans or silvers will give you a huge boost in power. The most 
common time to buy chests is during a promotional event. 

These can either be x2 shards or x2 SP. I would only recommend buying a 
chest if it guarantee you enough power to get you 1st place in a tournament. 

As you are much better off spending the diamonds on buying pets 
separately in the shop for more All Gold or All damage power.



Perks
All the perks can be useful to players, but only some of them are 
good for late game players.

Power of swiping: Will allow you to tap at the fastest rate 
allowed by the game just by swiping your finger.
This perk is useful for pet builds as tapping causes your pet to 
attack faster, it also builds your Lighting Burst faster. Most other 
builds do not require much tapping, for those, PoS is not that 
useful.

Adrenaline Rush: Gives you x5 damage on all attacks, and 
reduced the spawn time of titans.
The most useful part of this perk is the added speed it will give 
you during your farming runs

Make it Rain: Gives you a percentage of your MS gold (You will 
gain more gold if your clan has a higher advance start)
This perk will only be useful to those that have a lower advance 
start. if you're in a higher level clan, you will reach the amount 
of gold MiR gives you pretty quickly. You can, however, use it if 
you want lazy farming runs.

You can also use the Make it Rain trick before a prestige, buy 
clicking on Make it Rain then prestige as soon as possible, if 
done correctly, this will carry over the gold to your new run. 
Starting with higher gold and giving you a better head start.
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Perks Continued
 
Mana Potion: Refills your entire mana pool, then increase the mana 
gained from all sources by 1.5 for 12 hours. Useful for less mana run 
builds e.g CS and HS
 
Doom: Gives you x100 damage that charges over 30 seconds, once the 
titan is dead it will start stacking again on the next titan from 1.
This perk does give the most damage out of any perks. the downside of 
this perk is that it takes 30 seconds to charge up to x100 damage, and 
resets on titan death.
 
Clan Crate: Gives you and your clan mates a crate of gold. the person 
that uses the perk gets significantly more gold, your clan members will 
get the same amount of gold as they would get from make it rain.

It is also recommend to use Clan crate at the start of a run to wield 
more gold 
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